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About Us

Understanding that an individual’s legal
problem is the result of a challenging set
of individual issues, VALS seeks to
provide supports that are not limited to
legal services. As such, we support
thousands of people within the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander community in
Victoria with a range of services including:
•

•

legal services such as advice,
representation and case work in
criminal, family (including child
protection) and civil law);
client support services in addition
to legal services, aimed at
providing the link between law
and community;

VALS looks for sustainable responses to
legal problems. This means we support
investigation and use of therapeutic and
preventative approaches to reduce the
interaction our clients and community
have with the legal system and produce
longer lasting outcomes for our clients.

Report from the
Chairperson, Des
Morgan
On behalf of the VALS’ Board I am pleased
to present to you our 2016-17 annual
report.

I undertook a Statewide Aboriginal
community consultation in late 2016 and
met with many people to hear what VALS
does well, and what we could do better We
heard that people would like to connect
with us via video conferencing, and be able
to access community legal education
without having to travel to a big town.

We heard that you like the work VALS
lawyers do, but that you were worried our
young people very often missed out on our
service because of conflict of interest. We
are working on all of this feedback to build
a better, more responsive service that
meets community expectations.

Members of the VALS’ Board continue to
support VALS staff to achieve our goals
and to look towards the community for
guidance and feedback as to what works for
their local community and what is needed
to ensuring that we can collectively reduce
the over-representation of Aboriginal
people in Victorian prisons across all age
groups.

The 2016-2017 year saw more changes in
our service delivery model, and we are
sticking with our overarching goal of

ensuring everyone who needs a service gets
one.

We were active in advocating to
Government for change, and had meetings
with a number of Ministers and
Department Heads to continue to
encourage the Government to apply
systems change.

As always, I thank the VALS staff
members for their ongoing dedication to
the work and their service to the Victorian
community in an effort to ensure that
Aboriginal people are treated equitably
before the law in and out of the courtrooms.

In closing, I thank my fellow Board
members for their commitment to ensuring
that VALS continues to take a leading role
in Aboriginal justice in Victoria and look
forward to work that awaits us in the
upcoming year.

VALS Board of Directors
Des Morgan - Chairperson
Des is a Yorta Yorta man from the Murray/Goulburn river
area of Victoria/NSW. He has been an active member of
the Aboriginal community since 1984, having served on
various local and state organisations, Boards of
Management Inc, Legal Service, Aborigines
Advancement League, VACSAL and VAEAI. He also
served a six year period as an ATSIC Regional Councilor
and past Chair of NJERNDA (Echuca) for several years
and a member of Yorta Yorta Nations Aboriginal

Corporation.

Amanda Dunstall:
Director
Amanda is a
Gunditjmara woman
who is currently
undertaking a Bachelor
of Social Work.
Amanda has previously
worked for VACCA,
VALS, VACSAL and
Victoria Police.
Amanda is currently
working for the
Department of
Education. Amanda
has, through her tireless
work, shown she is
passionate about social
justice for Koori people.

Lorraine (Bunta) Patten:
Secretary
Lorraine is a Gunditjmara woman. She has
been involved in Koori affairs for many
years. She has been a VALS Board member
in the past and was the Manager of the
Gladys Nicholls Hostel in Northcote. She is
the Chair of the Weeroona Aboriginal
Cemetery in Greenvale. She was also an
ATSIC Regional Councillor for 5 years.

Irene Morris: Director
Irene is a Wurundjeri Elder who has worked in
Aboriginal Community Controlled
Organisations for nearly 30 years.
Irene has worked with many Aboriginal
community organisations, co-ops and
sporting groups across the state of Victoria
to provide support and education on
corporate governance structures and
corporate responsibilities.
Irene has a passion for youth education and

Lionel Bamblett: Director
Lionel is a Yorta Yorta man who has worked
in Aboriginal Community Controlled
Organisations for years.
Lionel works in the area of youth and
education.

Leigh Saunders:
Director
Leigh Saunders is a proud
Bangerang and Yorta
Yorta man. He grew up in
Mooroopna, later moving
to Melbourne to complete
VCE. Leigh worked for a
number of years with
VACCA as the Koorie
Cultural Placement and
Support Worker before
moving over to VACSAL as
the project officer for
Aboriginal Gambling
Awareness Service.

Larry Kanoa: Treasurer
Larry is a Gunditjmara man born
in Mooroopna. He has been
actively involved in Aboriginal
affairs since 1983 with a strong
background in Koori education
and as a client service officer
with VALS. He has represented
the Aboriginal community at
local, state and national forums
including the Regional
Aboriginal Justice Advisory
Committee, the Aboriginal
Justice Forum, VAEAI and ATSIC.
Larry’s current role is as an
Indigenous Community
Development Broker with the
Victorian Office of Aboriginal
Affairs.

Report from the Chief Executive Officer, Wayne
Muir
The 2016-2017 year has been one for the
books.
I was proud to see the staff of VALS come
together and stand united in our efforts to
keep young people out of Barwon Prison.
We never want to have to take a
Government to court, and we made every
effort to avoid having to do so.
In the end, there were no other
options. We did come to an
agreement with the
Government, that no Aboriginal
children would be kept at that
facility. Less than two
months later the
Government sought to test
that agreement, and it
stood up to the challenge.
In other business, we have continued to
expand our service delivery reach, making
agreements with other Community Legal
Centres to warm refer when our service is
at capacity, and to take up new activities,
like the infringements clinics, which will
avoid people having to go to court at all.
We maintain our strategic relationships in
Government, most particularly the
Department of Justice, who now has
carriage of Youth Justice, and the
Department of Health and Human
Services, who manage child protection.
Our efforts also continue to focus on the
health and wellbeing of our people in
custody, and we have continued to work
on a partnership project with Aboriginal
Housing Victoria to establish transitional
accommodation for our people exiting
prison.
We continue to advocate to Corrections
Victoria that the current post-release
support program for prisoners is
inadequate to the needs of Aboriginal
people, and we seek systems change in
their service delivery.

VALS have also taken a role on the
national and international stage,
participating in Change The Record
activities, particularly those connected to
the Redfern Statement. We maintain our
commitment to ensuring systems change
is at the core of our conversations with
Government, rather
than tinkering around
the edges of service
delivery and thus never
addressing key issues, such as
unconscious bias and racism.
I had the honour of presenting in
Canada at a number of forums
and visiting several communities
to hear from Indigenous people about
their program and service responses to
issues such as family violence. This
experience will allow VALS to have
strategic input into the development of
family violence responses through the
newly formed Family Safety Department.
We have also maintained our
commitments to working in partnership
with Commonwealth, State and local
Governments.
Like our Chair, I would like to sincerely
thank our Board, our staff and our
volunteers for their professionalism, hard
work and commitment.

VALS/TACLS ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

Heading out to another day defending the
rights of our people

VALS BY NUMBERS
VALS By Numbers**
Law Type

Activity

Civil

Advice Only

225

Civil

Casework

135

Criminal

Advice Only

Criminal

Advice/Information (D24)

Criminal

Casework

Criminal

Duty Work

41

Family

Advice Only

198

Family

Casework

240

Duty Work
Total

Totals

5583
10408
1329

3
18162

** Note VALS database was not able to collect data for some of the financial year, so
the above statistics are less than the work completed.

TACLS By Numbers

VALS Legal Practice
Youth & Family Law– Leah Tolley, Family Law Principal Legal Officer
The Youth and Family Law Practice provides assistance in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Family law matters involving children
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) matters
Family Violence Intervention Orders (IVOs)
Youth Crime matters (predominantly Melbourne and Heidelberg only)

The small but tenacious team achieved a number of great outcomes for clients in spite of the
staffing challenges in 2017. Clients were represented strongly both in Melbourne and regionally
with lawyers travelling regularly to Shepparton, Echuca, Swan Hill and Bendigo. Some great
outcomes were achieved against DHHS. In one case where VAL’s represented the Father, DHHS
ended up returning children to their parents before the start of the school year which was less
disruptive for the children.
The very unfortunate statistic regarding Aboriginal children (vs non-aboriginal children) is that
they are 10 times more likely to come into contact with DHHS. The Family law team have long felt
the frustration at not been able to represent children due to conflict of interest. That is, because
we have already acted for the parents we then can’t then act for the children. This team especially
welcomes the new children’s service Balit Ngulu to commence in August 2017.
The Family Violence funded role saw a number of clients assisted through the litigation process.
Beth Jones had filled this role before departing for the Department of Premier and Cabinet in
September 2016. Following further recruitment we hope to fill this role shortly.
“The respect and compassion I was
shown was exceptional” - Client

Rebecca Shein provided fabulous support as secretary extraordinaire to both family and civil
teams. The team also welcomed Brittney Stanford as Paralegal who stepped into the role with
enthusiasm and dedication of someone twice her age.
Nerita Waight has been doing a wonderful job as one of VAL’s hybrid lawyers attending numerous
stakeholder meetings and all the while carrying a family file load. She travelled to the United
Nations in New York in April to attend the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. She also
worked tirelessly setting up Balit Ngulu.
Kirrilli Ryland split her time between Youth Crime in Family and Civil achieved a number of great
outcomes for children clients and was instrumental in securing the release of the children from
Barwon Grevillea unit in November last year and has had an important role in ongoing advocacy
around the appalling conditions at Malmsbury. She also won the 2017 NATSILS Trevor Christian
Memorial award, a prestigious honor presented to individuals who have made an exceptional
commitment to the rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
The ‘family’ welcomed paralegal Patrick Govey and then as a lawyer. He made his debut in the
Bendigo Children’s Court in January and has been well received by clients since. He is enjoying

taking over the regional circuits of Bendigo and Swan Hill from Leah Tolley who stepped into the
role as Acting Principal Legal Officer in March and formally on 3 July 2017.
The team was also generously assisted by VLA who provided an extra Secondment to assist in the
role of Principal following the sudden departure of the previous PLO. Louise Akenson’s
contribution to VAL’s can only be described as invaluable. She was able to ensure that some clients
could remain with VALs rather than having to be referred, which can be traumatic to the client.
In June 2017 the Youth and Family law practice decided to return as a Family law practice with
youth crime matters returning to the Criminal law practice. It is of course anticipated that the new
service Balit Ngulu will take the majority of those matters once commenced.

Case Study
A family lawyer provided duty lawyer assistance to a client in Swan Hill
who was the respondent in a Police made application for a Family
Violence IVO (FV IVO) and also the respondent Father in an urgent
Recovery Order by the Mother to return the infant child of the relationship
to her. The lawyer was able to provide the client with legal advice that
protected the client from potential future charges or detrimental family
law orders against him. Negotiations and explanation of how family law
matters are determined by the court resulted in a mutual agreement
between the parties as to the child spending 50/50 time between the
parents.

Criminal Law – Martin Doyle, Criminal Law Principal Legal Officer
Our Principal Legal Practitioner for the Criminal Law Section, Martin Doyle and our Senior
Criminal Lawyer, Natasha Vanderheyden undertook further studies to complete their
specialization within the criminal law sphere. This resulted in a temporary re-allocation of
solicitors to various courts and where necessary the use of barristers to fill the gaps. In August
VALS took on two new recruits, Elizabeth Beaumont and Jamie McConnachie who have made a
wonderful impact on the team and have dedicated themselves to learning about VALS and the
criminal law process. The two new recruits along with Martin and Natasha’s return allowed for
normal workloads to resume
On 19 August 2016, the Mildura Koori County Court was launched by Chief Justice Peter Kidd.
The launch of the Koori County Court is an important step forward for the Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander community in Mildura as it empowers the community and provides a mechanism
for better engagement with the justice system. It is also a vital tool for the County Court to listen
to and learn from the community about the local issues faced and how to better assist offenders to
address the causes.
“Its such an honour, a privilege, to work at
VALS. I’m living the dream” – VALS
solicitor.

The Criminal Law section has also been utilizing their excellent advocacy skills to respond to a
number of proposals put forth by the Department of Justice and Regulation which will have a
significant impact on the criminal justice system and the way in which Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people are treated at the various stages of prosecution. The Criminal Law Section have
expanded their community legal activities to include interacting with RMIT students regarding
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people within the justice system.
Despite the significant workload the Criminal Section continues to operate well and the
implementation of a stricter confirmation policy and merit assessments have contributed to
solicitors having carriage of a “safe workload” count of files. More work will need to be done over
the coming year to ensure we continue to re-assess our policies and ensure that we are not only
providing an excellent legal service to community but are not burning out key legal staff members.

Case Study
A client was referred to VALS on the day of court. She had been
remanded into custody. She had three community corrections
orders, and new charges. The court wiped all community
corrections orders, gave the client a six month good behaviour
bond (an adjourned undertaking) just with the condition to
engage with the Aboriginal Health Service and a local council
community health service. This was on the basis of the client
doing so well with engaging with services in the last two years,
the court indicated they did not want to affect her future.

Civil Law – Patrick Warner – Civil Law Principal Legal Officer
The period July 2016 to June 2017 has seen significant changes within the VALS Civil Law team,
particularly in relation to staffing. These changes have included:
-

-

-

-

The recruitment of a new principal lawyer, Patrick Warner, from 2 October 2016.
Patrick initially came to VALS on a four-month secondment from Justice Connect
Homeless Law, but will now remain at VALS in an ongoing position.
The recruitment of a new full-time civil lawyer, Nicholas Boyd-Caine, from January
2017. Nicholas was initially recruited on a fixed term basis until November 2017 to fill
in for a civil lawyer who has taken 12 months leave. However, Nicholas will now be
covering a separate maternity leave position until September 2018.
The departure of Kirrilli Ryland, who was employed as a civil lawyer on a 0.4EFT basis.
Kirrilli has been replaced with a 0.8EFT civil lawyer, Kate Browne, who has come over
from the Law Institute of Victoria’s policy division.
The recruitment of 8 volunteers in April 2017, 6 of whom are dedicated ‘VALS
Infringements Clinic’ volunteers, a new program that currently sits within the VALS
civil team (see further detail below).

Moving forward, the civil team expects to take on another full-time lawyer in November 2017, with
the return of a previous solicitor who took 12 months leave. This will hopefully bring the total
number of solicitors within the team to 2x full-time, 1x 0.8EFT, and 1x0.8EFT principal lawyer by
November 2017.
The VALS civil team has been working hard to better define the types of legal matters we can
assist community members with, as well as building relationships with stakeholders we can refer

people to where VALS can’t assist. The VALS website civil section was updated in March 2017 to
more accurately reflect the priority casework and advice areas for the VALS civil team. As the
website indicates, VALS’ civil team currently provides casework assistance in the areas of tenancy,
infringements, victims of crime, police complaints, human rights and discrimination, coronial
inquest/death in custody matters, and in some cases motor vehicle and insurance matters. We
provide more limited advice only assistance in relation to neighborhood disputes, privacy, isolated
freedom of information applications, as well as some consumer disputes and credit/debt matters.
We provide warm referrals wherever possible for matters we can’t assist with, most commonly
including Workcover disputes, wills and estates, personal injury matters, employment law issues,
and complex consumer or credit and debt matters.
We will continue to work with the VALS management in the coming year to further define our
casework and strategic priorities and build positive stakeholder partnerships, and ensure these
align as closely as possible with the feedback of civil legal need from community members.
An important change in the VALS civil law team in early 2017 was the introduction of the VALS
Infringements Clinic. This is a specific program run out of the VALS civil team which aims to more
effectively assist community members with their fines and infringements, with a focus on those
who meet the statutory definition of ‘special circumstances’ (i.e. mental health, homelessness,
substance abuse, or family violence). The clinic model is based on numerous volunteers working
specifically on infringements files, under close supervision of a civil solicitor who also helps the law
students develop their legal skills. This new clinic model formally commenced operations on
Monday 17 April 2017, with a successful induction day taking place the week before on 13 April.
The clinic has been working very well so far, with files progressing much faster than under the
previous model. After four months of operation, the new clinic has managed to close 20
infringements files, including some instances where large portions of fines were withdrawn at
Court. The clinic volunteers and their supervising lawyers currently have carriage of 44 files, and
with additional resourcing and more civil lawyers, we are hoping to further expand the clinic into
the future.
VALS civil continues to obtain fantastic outcomes in day-to-day casework matters across a range
of matter types, including the following examples:
-

-

-

We assisted a man with significant criminal history to receive monetary compensation from
VOCAT by making written submissions in his favour. This led to a minimal discount from
the standard award, despite his significant prior criminal history.
We assisted an uninsured pregnant woman whose car was damaged by an insured motorist
obtain a $5000 settlement of the proceedings, despite the insurance company initially
indicating they would accept no liability at all.
We assisted a man to retain his working with children check, when the department
threatened to remove it away as a result of some criminal charges stemming from a
neighborhood dispute. This enables the man to continue working in his field of choice.
“VALS went above and beyond for me and
[helped] me unbelievably” - Client

The VALS civil law team has also engaged in two important pieces of strategic litigation in this
reporting period:
1.

A legal challenge along with the Human Rights Law Centre in November 2016 to the
detention of young Koori children in the Barwon Grevillea unit. These proceedings were
lodged in the Victorian Supreme Court and the action ultimately settled, with all Koori
children being removed from this inappropriate location within two weeks of the action

2.

being commenced. In early 2017, VALS was award the Australian Lawyers’ Alliance Civil
Justice Award for our involvement in this case, along with extensive media coverage at the
time of the case.
A more recent legal challenge launched in June 2017, in relation to a refusal of a VALS’
criminal client to access the Koori Court for criminal sentencing. This appeal has been filed
in the Victorian Supreme Court, and will be heard in February 2018. The aim of this case
is to strengthen the right of criminal defendants to access the Koori Court, regardless of
whether such access requires a transfer of proceedings to a different venue. As part of this
case, VALS is also asserting that our client’s unique Aboriginal culture rights are engaged.

The VALS civil team continues to play an active role in making submissions to various government
inquiries that affect our clients. Most notably, the VALS civil team made a detailed submission in
response to the Victorian Government’s options paper relating to the review of the Residential
Tenancies Act. Our work in this area has enabled VALS to remain engaged with policy makers,
and we have attended numerous roundtable meetings in relation to these important reforms, which
we hope will result in significant improvements to the rights of tenants across Victoria. VALS civil
will continue to engage in this law reform work in conjunction with the VALS policy team, in the
areas of police accountability, victims of crime reform, and the ALRC’s inquiry into overincarceration, all of which have submission deadlines in the second half of 2017.
The Civil Law team continues to work on building pro bono relationships for a number of purposes,
including looking at litigation for members of the Stolen Generations, and for young people
mistreated in custody. Our pro bono relationships, with firms such as Maurice Blackburn and
Slater & Gordon, are valuable in providing opportunities for staff and clients that we may
otherwise not be able to pursue.

Case Study
We assisted a secondary victim experiencing significant
financial disadvantage following an horrific assault
against her child obtain a broad range of household goods,
a family holiday and ongoing counselling through the
Victims of Crime Assistance Tribunal.
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Community Justice Programs
Report from the Manager, Community Justice Programs, Peter Rotumah

Community Justice Programs

Client Service
Officers - Metro

Local Justice
Workers

ReConnect
Program

Northern Metro

Statewide
Aboriginal
Community
Justice Panels

Aboriginal
Children &
Families Justice
Program

Southern Metro

Client Service
Officers - Regional

Western Metro

I would like to acknowledge the caretakers of the land we are on, the people of the Kulin nation
and pay respect to all Elders both past and present.

Community Justice Programs Coordinator
Kathryn Morris is the CJP Coordinator. The CJP Coordinator oversees day to day support of all
Community Justice Programs, making sure staff have the training, resources and support needed
to do their best work. Kathryn is a respected team leader, who is able to jump in and help out on
any program when staff need it, and is also able to manage the rigorous compliance and reporting
required to meet our responsibilities to our communities and under our funding agreements.
June 2017 saw Kathryn Morris take on the role of Operations Manager at VALS for 12 months.
Recruitment was conducted in-house to find a suitable replacement which resulted in Robert Miller
(Northern Metro Local Justice Worker) and Andrew Arden (Sunraysia CSO) indicating a
willingness to undertake the CJP Coordinator role. As both presented as high quality applicants a
decision was made to employ both in the role for six months each. Both Andrew and Robert will
gain valuable experience in management and leadership in line with VALS employment
development initiatives.

Regional Client Service Officer (CSO) Program
The regional CSO staffing has remained constant during this period with staff working out of the
following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bairnsdale: Lyn Morgan
Morwell: Naomi Murphy
Shepparton: Brad Boon
Swan Hill: Cain Chaplin
Mildura: Andrew Arden
Heywood: Troy Lovett

Our regional CSOs spend the majority of their day on supporting people prior to, at and after court.
This can be for family, civil or criminal matters. Sometimes, where VALS can’t assist someone, for

example sometimes people don’t meet the means test or there is a conflict of interest, our CSOs
will attend court with that person to provide moral and community support. Our CSOs main focus
is the health and wellbeing of people in custody, and then to ensure that everyone going to court
feels supported. Finally, they also do a lot of work in community legal education, making sure
people living in their region have access to legal information when they need it, and can talk to a
lawyer if they need that too.
A minor change in staff. Sue Lovett (Southwest CSO) has taken 12 months leave without pay and
her position was filled by Troy Lovett. Initially Troy and Sue worked part-time in the role giving
each invaluable experience. Once again VALS investment in relation to employment in local
community members has proved positive.

Success Story
In April 2017 our Central Gippsland CSO, Naomi Murphy took 10 Koori
youth to Ramahyuck Co-op in Sale for Indigenous Hip Hop Projects
(IHHP) dance workshop as part of Youth Week and school holiday
activities. They travelled from across Latrobe Valley by 12 seater bus
to Sale. The kids had a wonderful day, some had never seen the dance
crew IHHP and got involved eagerly. The IHHP not only perform dance
but also have the ATSI cultural elements, raise awareness about selfexpression, build self-esteem and looking for signs of depression and
where to go to for help. These are all underlying issues that impact the
Latrobe Valley youth and days like this where kids get the chance to do
something positive and fun while connecting to culture benefits not just
the kids but the whole community. The kid’s look forward to the next
community activity that VALS can support as VALS assisted in hiring
of the bus for the day.

Metropolitan CSO Program
Staff:
•
•
•
•

Gary Bamblett
Emily Lovett
Jaime Carter-Maggs
Rotation of 7 Casual Weekend CSOs

The Metropolitan and Casual Weekend CSOs still continue operate 24/7 as the first contact point
in relation to D24 notifications. The Metro CSOs work on a 24 hour roster, personally checking in
on the health and wellbeing of people in custody, liasing with police and contacting out of hours
legal advice from our lawyers when they need to. They manage relationships with 332 police
stations across the State.
Between 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017, the Metropolitan CSO Program had attended 10408
individual notifications from police stations regarding Aboriginal people in custody. On average
each notification would generate about five additional calls at a minimum ensuring the client’s
wellbeing is being monitored, liaising with police, provision of legal advice, notifying family or
friends, locating other appropriate supports services, etc the Metropolitan CSO Program would
have made or received in excess of 62,500 phone calls during this period.
The Metropolitan CSO Program is also instrumental in providing employment pathways for our
people. Through our Casual Weekend CSO section a number of Aboriginal people have gained full
time employment at VALS as Lawyers, Client Service Officers, Paralegals, Local Justice Workers,
and Admin Support. In addition others have gone on to gain employment in other organisations
and one even gained a significant scholarship to study overseas.

Local Justice Worker (LJW) Program
LJW Staff:
•
•
•

Northern Metropolitan: Vacant (Rob Miller currently in Coordinator Role until end of
December and will return to LJW role)
Northern Metropolitan: Tenisha Ellis
Western Metropolitan: Vacant (in process of recruitment)

The Local Justice Workers continue to support community members to complete community based
orders. In particular, they have been participating in an intensive client management committee
in partnership with the Department of Justice. This committee convenes when someone is at risk
of breaching their order, and the client requests more support. The committee draws resources
from community and Government together to identify what further supports can be provided, and
then puts a plan in place to make sure the client receives what they need. VALS Local Justice
Workers make sure the client is heard, and their needs are addressed.
Staffing changes
•
•
•
•

Robert Miller moved into Co-ordinator Community Justice Programs
Luke Edwards moved across to Balit Ngulu as of June 30th
Gene Roberts handed in resignation and commenced working at VACCA
Tenisha Ellis started in the Northern Metro role as of 22nd May
Program success story
Robert Miller and Luke Edwards (North Metro LJWs)
initiated visits with youth at Parkville and Malmsbury on a
Friday.
These visits are not structured in terms of content discussed
and assistance offered, but is a chance for our workers to
spend time just listening and talking about general topics.
What did you do this week? What do you get to watch on TV?
Where’s your mob from? Even teaching our workers a few
card games.
There is no obligation for the youth to speak with our workers
and due to it not being a structured visit, the youth to be more
open to engagement. All Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander youth within Parkville and Malmsbury were visited,
not just those who are VALS clients.

ReConnect Post Release Support Program
Staff
•
•

Darren Lovett
Russell Williams

VALS ReConnect program is a voluntary statewide program for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander prisoners being released from prison. The program aims to provide a culturally-specific
response to assist Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander men and women to prepare for their
release and their transition to life in the community.
To be eligible for the ReConnect program, prisoners must meet the following eligibility criteria:
•
identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
•
be serving a sentence (not available for people on remand)
•
be at increased risk of reoffending
•
have multiple and complex transitional needs
•
be willing to participate voluntarily and be actively involved

The VALS ReConnect workers meet with the participant to identify transitional needs and develop
a case plan to address these needs. The case plan guides the work undertaken in the support
period.
VALS ReConnect workers provide tailored support to assist with a range of transitional needs
including:
•
connection with community;
•
family re-unification;
•
drugs and alcohol support;
•
education, training and employment;
•
housing;
•
cultural matters;
•
general healthcare;
•
mental health support;
•
disabilities and acquired brain injury; and
•
legal issues.
VALS ReConnect Program initially were looking at working with a caseload of 40 participants in
one year. This meant that each staff member would have a caseload of 20 per year spread across
three staff members. However given the complex needs experienced by participants it was
apparent that a strict timeline of engagement would be difficult to adhere to and some participants
would need intense support and guidance for six to twelve months. Thus it is preferable that
ReConnect workers be allocated a caseload of five at any given time and that intense support be
provided to those clients to ensure that they have addressed their transitional needs. However
due to the high demand of the ReConnect Program and the resource limitation of only having two
staff members some clients have had to be referred to other programs as we can only currently
take on 20 clients at a time.
Staffing changes
Russell Williams has begun in program as of the 5th April on 12 month contract whilst Robert
Nicholls in on 12 month leave.
Program success story
Since Robert Nicholls went on 12 months leave in February Janice Muir has been kept the
ReConnect program running as the only support worker.
With the recruitment process to follow, it was not until the 5th April where new worker Russell
Williams joined the team.
Although Robert Miller and Luke Edwards assisted where possible with a few high complex clients,
it has been Jan who has carried the program for 3 months. The effort and work she has put in over
this time has been commendable and we would not have been able to do it without her.

Aboriginal Community Justice Panels (ACJP) Program
The ACJP Program is a volunteer based community initiative supporting communities and
individuals needing assistance in justice or legal related matters. The Panels take a diversionary
approach in supporting preventative initiatives for community and individual participation as well
as providing direct support through a 'Call-Out' service to individuals held in Police custody.
The primary roles of the ACJP Panels include:
•

liaise with legal and welfare agencies to assist in the delivery of services to Aboriginal
people in the criminal justice system;

•

assist to minimise contact of Aboriginal persons with the criminal justice system
throughout Victoria by working with the Police and other agencies on appropriate
diversionary programs; and

•

assist Police in assuring the safety of Aboriginal persons in custody.

There are currently thirteeen ACJPs across Victoria in the following localities:
•

Shepparton

•

Echuca

•

Swan Hill/Robinvale

•

Mildura

•

Horsham

•

Portland/Heywood

•

Warrnambool

•

Geelong

•

Bendigo

•

Ballarat

•

Northern Metropolitan

•

Dandenong

Although the initial contact point when Aboriginal people are arrested continues to remain a vital
component, ACJPs have been involved in a range of other activities including:
•

Follow up support with families and persons who may have contact with Police

•

School holiday program support, positive alcohol, drug and violence free children’s
activities

•

Crisis and emergency/welfare relief.

•

Support for drug and alcohol free sporting events including football, netball, and
basketball.

•

Attending various community justice related bodies and meetings, including: LAJAC,
IFVRAG, LAECG, Aboriginal Health and Well-Being, Drug and Alcohol, Corrections,
Sheriffs’ and Police.

The Statewide ACJP Executive Committee is:
•

Chairperson: Larry Jackson

•

Vice Chairperson: Lil Pettit

•

Executive Member: Joe Day

•

Executive Member: Chris Harrison

This year the statewide ACJP and Executive have met twice each. Although most of the ACJPs
are operating five have had recent changes in their member base which had a significant impact
in the delivery of service. In some areas this meant a loss of service for some time until the ACJP
was adequately established.
In assisting ACJPs in their development or redevelopment I have met with members from the
following:
•

Portland/Heywood

•

Geelong

•

Ballarat

•

Dandenong

•

Mildura

•

Swan Hill

In March 2017 a workshop between ACJPs and police to identify issues impacting on relationship
was initiated. It is envisaged that further workshops need to be conducted to fully address issues.
All ACJPs are currently operational. However there are some that need constant support at
present to ensure they are operating in the appropriate manner.
Regular meetings with the Koori Justice Unit continue to reinforce the ACJP implementation plan
and the development of a new reporting mechanism through Survey Monkey.

Conclusion
I believe all the CJP staff have and will continue to provide excellent service delivery to our
community and mainstream services and I would like to thank them all for their contribution and
commitment.
I would also like to thank the VALS Board, Wayne and Annette for their continued support.

VALS Community Legal Education
Program
The VALS Community Legal Education (CLE) Program
continues to undertake an important role in the services of
delivery VALS. Under the steady guidance of Loretta O’Neill, the
CLE program delivers a range of activities and forums that
provide educational information to the community and address
person, social and community legal issues.
We were successful in obtaining funding to deliver a community
based rights program about guardianship and powers of
attorney, which we call ‘Your Life, Your Choice’. Through this funding, we were able to
employ a part time community legal education officer and a civil lawyer to visit 10 locations
across the State.
Events such as the “Legal Health Check Days” have been extended to include regular
attendance at the Victorian Aboriginal Health Service which has received a positive response
from the community. Event such as this reinforce to the community that VALS is present and
a service they can turn to when in crisis.
An annual staple in the VALS calendar is the VALS Community Day occurring the December
holidays just after Christmas. This is a fun filled afternoon for the VALS staff and the families
of the community that attend and get to enjoy; free rides, kid’s creative activities, a magic show
and a BBQ.

Coming Soon to your
town
The Justice Bus

The Community Legal Education team will now turn its
attention to a long awaited initiative, the Justice Bus!
This Bus will be launched in the 2017-2018 year. The
Bus is a concept developed through community legal
education feedback about what communities need, a
Statewide consultation conducted by the Chair of VALS
and the Community Legal Education Officer, and
identified as an opportunity through reports such as
Unmet Legal Need in Victoria, and Access to Justice.
The bus is a social and emotional wellbeing initiative to
invite people to come and have a coffee and a yarn and
to provide support to communities in need. The bus is
effectively a mobile community legal centre, and will
have a regular published annual schedule. Look out for
the Justice Bus in 2017-2018, drop by and have a yarn.

345 participants
23 events
1 worker

TACLS Report
Report from the State Manager, Hamish Locke
The Tasmanian Aboriginal Community Legal Service’s (TACLS) commenced on the 1 st of
July 2015 under the auspice of the VALS.
TACLS is now approaching 24 months of operation. During that time we have achieved a
significant amount of growth. The Hobart office now has two full time lawyers and one part
time family lawyer, one CSO, two admin, a casual admin and two volunteers. The
Launceston office has grown to house four criminal/civil lawyers and one family lawyer,
one CSO and four admin, two of whom job share and another part time.
TACLS file loads have experienced satisfactory growth, with the Launceston office
approaching capacity in all legal programs. The Hobart office has also experienced growth
but not to the degree the Launceston office has.
TACLS is an ex officio member of the Tasmanian Regional Aboriginal Communities
Alliance (TRACA), an alliance of the Aboriginal community groups that are not a part of
the Tasmanian Aboriginal Commission. TRACA are TACLS community advisory body.
TACLS enjoys positive relationships with the seven other community legal services in
Tasmania and is a member of the Tasmanian Legal Assistance forum. TACLS also
continues to enjoy good working relationships with the Legal Aid Commission of Tasmania
and will sign on to another memorandum of understanding with the Commission.
Hobart Office
Since its opening, the Hobart office has experience steady uptake and intake of clients.
Similarly to the Launceston office, the Hobart office soon required the recruitment of a
specialised family lawyer to attend to the high number of family law and child protection
matters that clients required assistance with.
The Hobart office continues to struggle with what we perceive is the previous service
provider’s efforts to divert clients away from our service. The Tasmanian Aboriginal
Corporation (TAC) still employ their field officer to liaise with Aboriginal people taken
into custody so as to refer them to lawyers. While one of our lawyers used to work for the
pervious service matters will occasionally be referred to him if they are one of his
previous client or the matter has been refused a grant of legal aid.
While we accept that every person has the right to choose their own legal representative,
we are concerned that our service is being ignored for more significant matters and it is
demonstrative of the poor relationship between the TAC and TACLS. We also feel that
the clients suffer as a result as they do not get the wrap around service an ILAP service
can provide.
Expansion of the Launceston Office
In the first half of the 2016-17 financial year it became clear that there was significant
unmet legal need in the North and North-West of the State, especially for family law
matters. The Launceston office staff worked tirelessly to assist all Aboriginal people in the
North and North West.
The Launceston office quickly reached case load capacity with 3 lawyers servicing the three
full time court locations in Launceston, Devonport and Bernie as well as the monthly

Smithton circuit, delivering a family, criminal and civil law program. This required a
significant amount of driving, with lawyers often having matters in Launceston in the
morning and then having to drive the hour to Devonport or hour and a half to Bernie for
afternoon matters.
The TACLS originally planned to alleviate this by re-distributing some of the family law
work to the Hobart office and explore opening another office in Burnie. However, our senior
family lawyer based in Hobart resigned and the Burnie office proved to be unfeasible.
The solution came in the form of two more lawyers for Launceston – another criminal/civil
lawyer and the appointment of a senior family lawyer.
The skillset of the Launceston office should be such that matters should be rarely, if ever,
briefed out to private practitioners for assistance to finalise the matter. The legal staff have
sufficient experience to be able to take most complex matters from beginning to completion
without the need to brief Counsel. However, for complex trials beyond the office’s expertise
lawyers are required to brief counsel and junior on the trial so as to gain the requisite
experience.
MOU with LACT
The TACLS and the Legal Aid Commission of Tasmania formalised their partnership in
July 2016 with Dr Graham Hill, LACT Director and Wayne Muir, TACLS CEO, signing off
on a Memorandum of Understanding with the overarching objective being that Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people living within Tasmania receive and culturally
appropriate and safe legal service.
As part of the MOU TACLS agreed to provide cultural awareness training to LACT
employees and LACT agreed to provide statistical data to TACLS. TACLS were pleased to
see that a number of LACT staff took up the opportunity to engage in cultural awareness
training.
LACT provided TACLS with statistical data that demonstrated that applications for grants
of aid on behalf of Aboriginal people increased significantly after the closure of the previous
service. However, the data indicated that this has decreased slightly in the last twelve
months. It also showed that the LACT is providing fewer duty lawyer services to Aboriginal
people in Tasmania.
While this data demonstrates that Aboriginal people have been preferring to go to the
LACT or private practitioners for more serious matters, TACLS accepts that as a new
organisation we need to build a reputation for providing quality legal services. We are
confident that through community engagement and by continuing to provide quality legal
services Aboriginal people who used the previous service provider will come to us.
It is promising to see that LACT duty lawyer services provided to Aboriginal people are
coming down, despite the fact that the LACT still conduct appearances on behalf of TACLS
clients from time to time. It represents a growing acceptance of our organisation and a
growth in our duty lawyer service.
TACLS and the LACT met in early July to discuss the progress of the MOU and
concluded that it had been beneficial to both parties with positive action taken in relation
to the majority of the objectives. The parties agreed to sign on to the MOU for another
twelve months.

Throughout the next financial year TACLS will continue to develop relationships with
stakeholders to facilitate referral pathways and work with the LACT to take the pressure
of its funding pool.
Innovation fund
TACLS made a successful application to the Commonwealth Innovation Fund. We were
granted $10,823 to purchase and install video conferencing equipment in both the
Launceston and Hobart offices. With the addition of this technology we will be able to take
instructions from clients in more remote communities, such as FIAAI and CHAC. CHAC
have video conferencing facilities already and they are compatible with the Magistrate’s
Courts.
Currently two lawyers travel to Smithton once per month for the circuit court. The senior
family lawyer drives to Burnie several times a month to take instructions from client based
in Burnie and in the Smithton are.
With the installation of video conferencing equipment one lawyer can take instructions
from clients facing Smithton court and then attend, rather than two lawyers attending and
taking instructions the day before. The family lawyer can conduct client interviews through
video conferencing, with the Burnie family law clients traveling to Smithton to use the
video conferencing equipment.
We are hoping that a time will come where we can link in with the Courts and the prison
as well. For this reason we are sourcing equipment compatible with the Courts.
TRACA
As noted above, TACLS continues to be an ex officio member of the Tasmanian Regional
Aboriginal Communities Alliance (TRACA) and to take cultural advice from TRACA.
TACLS will sign an MOU with TRACA to formalise the relationship between the two
organisations in August 2017.
TACLS is about to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with the Tasmania
Regional Aboriginal Association. The purpose of the MOU is to enhance the effectiveness
of the two organisations to promote and protect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people’s human rights in Tasmania through the development, provision, promotion and
administration of appropriate access to legal assistance. This is designed to ensure no one
who qualifies for help is prevented from securing his or her legal rights through lack of
means.
Community Legal Education
In the last twelve months TACLS commenced the roll out its community legal education
(CLE) program in rural and remote Tasmania, specifically in the North of the State.
TACLS CLE topics and materials have been settled.
TACLS delivers CLE on the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Bail/bail variation
Tenancy
Family violence order/restraint
order
What to wear to court/ Court
etiquette

•
•
•

Child Support
Police interview/your rights when
dealing with police
Children’s matters (FDR,
mediation, ICL, family report,
parenting plan, parenting orders,
what are the things and how does

•

•

What services we can provide/
Eligibility for service (for
providers)
Your rights with the Department
of Child Protection

it work) maybe over a couple of
sessions
Fines – how to pay, what happens
if you don’t enter a payment
arrangement
Debt problems – your options
Neighbourhood disputes – your
options
Driving/traffic matters

•

•
•
•
We plan to deliver CLE at the following locations:
•
•
•
•
•

Launceston office/Staffordshire
House
Hobart office/Law Society
Devonport Court Library/Legal Aid
conference room
Circular Head Aboriginal
Corporation (CHAC)
Six Rivers Aboriginal Corporation

•
•
•
•
•

SETAC
Risdon Prison
FIAAI
Leprena
Karadi

Some of these organisations, including Six Rivers and CHAC listed above have already
agreed to have us deliver CLE in their organisations. Others we are still working on
developing a relationship so that we are trusted to come to their communities and deliver
CLE.
In the South of the State TACLS has started to develop some positive relationships with
some Hobart based Aboriginal organisations and community groups. With the
appointment of a new community service officer, a former employee of the Office of
Aboriginal Affairs and the TAC, our profile has raised somewhat. We are now getting to
a position where we will be invited to conduct CLE at Karade and Leprena, both Southern
community groups.

Report from the Chief Financial Officer, Sam
Firouzian
The Financial & Corporate Services Unit is responsible for maintaining the financial
framework and structure which supports all operational areas of VALS. This involves
ensuring that VALS meets its statutory obligations and maintains a reliable system of
internal controls which is designed to reasonably ensure that all transactions are
authorised in accordance with approved management procedures, and all transactions
are properly recorded, and the assets of VALS are safeguarded.
VALS principal cost is staff salaries, with other major expenses being outside briefs,
motor vehicle running, computer system maintenance, travels and telephone costs. Taken
together, these expenses account for 84% of the recurrent funding provided to VALS by
the Commonwealth Attorney General’s Department in 2015/16. A full analysis of Income
and Expenditure is provided in the Annual Financial Statements.
Reports are provided by means of quarterly Financial Reports to the Board of Directors
and Department of Justice, half yearly to Attorney General’s Department and Annual
Reports to Members. Each one is provided with various analyses according to their needs
and statutory obligations.
VALS is primarily funded by Attorney-General’s Department on a half yearly grant
payment in advance. Payments are made only if satisfactory Financial Reports have been
submitted in accordance with VALS’ Program Funding Agreement. There are additional
terms and conditions that require VALS to undertake a range of accountability
procedures. During the past financial year VALS received additional funds for TACLS
and NATSILS from the Commonwealth as well as some specific projects from
Department of Justice and these are accounted for separately. The State Department of
Justice funded mainly for Koori Courts, Aboriginal Community Justice Panels (ACJP)
and Local Justice Worker Programs. No significant changes in the Co-operative's state of
affairs occurred during 2015/16 financial year.
The Balance Sheet shows strong stability of VALS position as at 30 th June 2016 with a
ratio of 4.2 in the value of total assets over total liabilities. The capital expenditure was
mainly for Motor Vehicles and upgrading the Computers and database system. It is
anticipated that it will be modest during 2016/17.
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